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KNOTTED SURFACES AS VANISHING SETS OF
POLYNOMIALS
BENJAMIN BODE AND SEIICHI KAMADA
Abstract. We present an algorithm that takes as input any element B of
the loop braid group and constructs a polynomial f : R5 → R2 such that the
intersection of the vanishing set of f and the unit 4-sphere contains the closure
of B. The polynomials can be used to create real analytic time-dependent
vector fields with zero divergence and closed flow lines that move as prescribed
byB. We also show how a family of surface braids in C×S1×S1 without branch
points can be constructed as the vanishing set of a holomorphic polynomial
f : C3 → C on C × S1 × S1 ⊂ C3. Both constructions allow us to give upper
bounds on the degree of the polynomials.
1. Introduction
For a (polynomial) function f : Rm → Rn, where m and n are positive integers,
we call the set of points where f vanishes, i.e.,
(1)
Vf := f
−1(0, 0, . . . , 0) = {(x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈ Rm : f(x1, x2, . . . , xm) = (0, 0, . . . , 0)},
the vanishing set of f . If f appears in the context of a physical system, for example
as a quantum wavefunction, we may also refer to Vf as the nodal set of f . We often
write f−1(0) for the vanishing set instead of f−1(0, 0, . . . , 0) or Vf .
The best-known connection between knots and vanishing sets of polynomials
is Milnor’s study of algebraic links, i.e., links of isolated singularities of complex
plane curves [39]. However, singularities are not necessary to establish interesting
relations between properties of the polynomials and topological properties of the
corresponding links. The set of transverse C-links, introduced by Rudolph as the
links that arise as transverse intersections of complex plane curves and the unit
3-sphere [49], for example have been shown to be exactly the set of quasipositive
braid closures [10, 44, 46, 48].
More recently, polynomials with knotted vanishing sets have also caught the eye
of theoretical physicists who are interested in the explicit construction of knotted
configurations in physical systems. Such a configuration is usually described by
a function from 3-dimensional space to some target space. One example of this
would be a quantum wavefunction that takes values in C. Berry found that there
are eigenstates Ψ : R3 → C of the hydrogen atom, for which the nodal set of Ψ
is knotted [3]. Berry’s problem on knotted nodal sets of quantum systems was
resolved for the harmonic oscillator [17] and the hydrogen atom [18]. Examples
from other areas in theoretical physics abound [14, 29, 31, 36, 37, 38, 51].
Polynomials whose vanishing sets are in some sense knotted, for example in the
form of f : R4 → R2 with f−1(0)∩S3 being knotted, can potentially be used in many
areas of theoretical physics to construct such knotted configurations. In [8] Dennis
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and the first author developed an algorithm that constructs such a polynomial for
any given link. Furthermore, these polynomials, written as maps C×R2 → C, can
be taken to be holomorphic in the complex variable and of relatively low degree.
Usually, a physical system is not described by a polynomial. Quantum wave-
functions for example have to be normalisable and be the eigenfunction of some
Hermitian operator. Hence we need some procedure to turn the constructed poly-
nomials into physically meaningful functions. In some areas this is more established
than in others.
So far, we have considered a configuration of a physical system as a function
from 3-dimensional space. This means that it describes the state of the system
at a fixed time t. The algorithm in [8] allows us to construct such functions for
any link and for several physical systems [9]. However, the configurations that are
constructed in this way cannot be expected to be stable, i.e., by construction the
field Ψt contains the desired link at the time t, say Ψ
−1
t (0) = L for example, but as
the field evolves according to some differential equation, the link is moved around
and potentially changed or removed altogether. Hence at a later time t′ we have
absolutely no guarantee that the field Ψt′ still contains the desired link. We cannot
expect Ψ−1t′ (0) to be ambient isotopic to L.
In several areas of theoretical physics there are now rigorous results regarding the
existence and construction of knotted solutions. Apart from the solutions to Berry’s
problem these have been proven to exist in monochromatic waves (satisfying the
Helmholtz equation) [21] and in the context of magnetic fields induced by knotted
wires [23] and of knotted stream and vortex lines in fluid mechanics [19, 20, 22].
These results are to a large part constructive. In particular, explicit solutions can
be found numerically with the aid of a computer.
The goal of this article is to extend the construction from [8] to higher dimensions,
i.e., knotted surfaces in 4 dimensions. Since the original construction is based on
braids, we consider different generalisations of the concept of a braid: the loop
braid group and surface braids in C× S1 × S1.
Theorem 1.1. There is an algorithm that constructs for every given element B
of the loop braid group a polynomial f : R5 → R2 such that the vanishing set
f−1(0) ∩ S4 on the unit 4-sphere contains a set that is ambient isotopic to the
closure of B. The algorithm provides an upper bound on the degree of f in terms
of the number of strands and the number of crossings of B.
By composing the constructed polynomial with an inverse stereographic projec-
tion from R4 to S4 we obtain a polynomial from R4 to R2 whose vanishing set
contains the closure of B. The existence of such polynomials is well known. In
fact, the Nash-Tognoli Thereom (cf. Theorem 14.1.4 in [5]) guarantees that there
is always a polynomial from R4 to R2 whose vanishing set is ambient isotopic to
(as opposed to ‘contains’) the closure of B, or any given finite collection of embed-
ded tori in R4 for that matter. Additionally, it follows from [26] that there is an
analytic submersion with this property. We would like to point out that in general
zero is not necessarily a regular value of the polynomials in Theorem 1.1. However,
the points on B can be taken to be regular points. That is, if the vanishing set
contains critical points, then they lie on the extra components. At this moment we
are not aware of a constructive method that would remove the extra components
or guarantee that zero becomes a regular value.
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Theorem 1.2. There is an algorithm that constructs for any spinning braid B (cf.
Definition 4.3) in C × S1 × S1 a holomorphic polynomial f : C3 → C such that
the vanishing set f−1(0) ∩ (C× S1 × S1) is ambient isotopic to B. The algorithm
provides an upper bound on the degree of f .
The precise upper bounds on the polynomial degrees are given in Propositions
3.9 and 4.4, respectively. The motivation for these constrcuctions is threefold.
Firstly, we hope to find similar relations between properties of the polynomials
and topological features of the surfaces as in the lower-dimensional case, making
this a worthwhile endeavour in the intersection of classical real algebraic geometry
and the topology of knotted surfaces. Indeed there is, like for 1-dimensional links
in S3, an upper bound on the degree of the constructed polynomials in terms
of the number of strands and the number of crossings of the braid used for the
construction. Secondly, the theorems can be seen as constructive counterparts to
the existence results in the vein of Nash and Tognoli. Thirdly, the new algorithm
has the potential of providing us with a tool to create knotted field configurations,
whose time evolution is in a topological sense controlled. This goes beyond the
stability condition alluded to above that demands that the field contains a given
link for all time. Since the algorithm from Theorem 1.1 works for any loop braid,
we can control how the different components of the link twist around each other
as time evolves. We would like to emphasize that at this point the algorithm does
not take any differential equations into account, so that at the moment hoping for
such applications seems very optimistic. However, if solutions can be constructed
from polynomials, there is the possibility that topological and algebro-geometric
properties are reflected in physical quantities, such as in [32], where the helicity
of an electromagnetic field with knotted field lines is related to the degree of a
polynomial, which in turn is related to the number of strands of a braid.
At this stage, we still lack a proper procedure to turn our polynomials into
physically meaningful functions. However, we point to some promising observations
in this regard. In particular, we find.
Proposition 1.3. Let B ⊂ R3 × [0, 2pi] be a loop braid. Then we can construct a
time-dependent real analytic vector field Vt : R3 → R3, t ∈ R, such that
• ∇ · Vt = 0 for all t ∈ R,
• Vt = Vt+2pi for all t ∈ R,
• There are closed flow lines of Vt that move as prescribed by B as t varies be-
tween 0 and 2pi, i.e. for all t ∈ R the field Vt is tangent to B∩
(
R3 × {t mod 2pi}).
This result can be seen as a first small step in the construction of time-dependent
magnetic fields with closed flow lines, whose time evolution is determined by a loop
braid B.
While Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 refer to an explicit constructive procedure, we also
assert the existence of certain functions without a procedure to find them yet.
Theorem 1.4. Let B be a surface braid in C × S1 × S1 of degree m and without
any branch points. Then there exists a holomorphic polynomial f : C3 → C such
that f−1(0)∩ (C×S1×S1) is equivalent to B and degu f = m, where degu f is the
polynomial degree of f with respect to the first complex variable u.
Definitions of surface braids and the notion of equivalence between surface braids
are given in Section 4.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the
construction of 1-dimensional links L as vanishing sets of polynomials f : R4 → R2,
f−1(0) ∩ S3 = L. In Section 3 we describe the algorithm for Theorem 1.1, which
allows us to construct arbitrary loop braid closures as subsets of vanishing sets of
polynomials f : R5 → R2 on S4. We also prove a bound on the polynomial degree
and discuss possible applications in theoretical physics. Moreover, we show that
Theorem 1.1 can be extended to certain elements of other motion groups of split
links and prove Proposition 1.3. Section 4 introduces the algorithm for Theorem
1.2, which again leads to a bound on the degree of the constructed polynomials,
and proves Theorem 1.4.
This work is supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers JP18F18751 and
JP19H01788. The first author is supported as a JSPS International Research Fel-
low. The authors would like to thank Daniel Peralta-Salas and an anonymous
referee for valuable comments.
2. Review of the classical case
In [8] we outlined an algorithm that constructs for any given link type L in S3 a
polynomial f : R4 → R2 such that f−1(0) ∩ S3 = L. This construction takes as an
input a braid that closes to L and can be performed so that we obtain information
about the degree and the number of argument-critical points of f on S3 from the
input braid word. In this section we review the algorithm given in [8], which should
make the generalisation to higher-dimensions in the subsequent sections easier to
follow.
Let B be a braid on s strands that closes to the given link L. We denote the set
of link components of the closure of B by C and the number of strands that form
a component C ∈ C by sC . Then a parametrisation of B in R2 × [0, 2pi] is given by
(2)
⋃
C∈C
sC⋃
j=1
{(XC,j(t), YC,j(t), t) |t ∈ [0, 2pi]} ,
where XC,j and YC,j are smooth functions from [0, 2pi] to R such that for any
t ∈ [0, 2pi] (XC,j(t), YC,j(t)) = (XC′,j′(t), YC′,j′(t)) implies C = C ′ and j = j′ and
such that for every (C, j) we have (XC,j(2pi), YC,j(2pi)) = (XC,j+1(0), YC,j+1(0)),
where the index j is taken mod sC .
Given a braid parametrisation as in Eq. (2) we can define a family of functions
gλ : C× [0, 2pi]→ C via
(3) gλ(u, t) =
∏
C∈C
sC∏
j=1
(u− λ(XC,j(t) + iYC,j(t))) .
For every choice of the real parameter λ > 0 the vanishing set of gλ is the braid B
as in the parametrisation in Eq. (2), but scaled in the x- and y-coordinates by λ.
If for every C there are trigonometric polynomials FC and GC : [0, 2pi]→ R such
that
(4) (XC,j(t), YC,j(t)) =
(
FC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)
, GC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
))
,
then the function gλ is not only a polynomial in the complex variable u, but also
in eit and e−it once the product in Eq. (3) is expanded [8].
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This means that there is a polynomial fλ : C2 → C in complex variables u, v
and the complex conjugate v such that fλ(u, e
it) = gλ(u, t). We obtain fλ from
gλ by replacing every instance of e
it in the expanded product of Eq. (3) by v
and every instance of e−it by the conjugate v. We call such functions that are
holomorphic with respect to one of the complex variables but not with respect to
the other semiholomorphic. We show in [8] that for small enough values of λ > 0
the intersection f−1λ (0) ∩ S3 is isotopic to L, the closure of B.
We can now summarize the algorithm in [8] as follows:
Algorithm 0:
Step 1: From the given braid word find the trigonometric polynomials FC .
Step 2: Next find the trigonometric polynomialsGC . This results in a braid parametri-
sation as in Eq. (2) and Eq. (4)
Step 3: Define gλ, write it as a polynomial by expanding the product and define fλ.
Step 4: Determine how small λ has to be chosen.
Theorem 2.1. (cf. [8]) For every braid B on s =
∑
C sC strands with a diagram
with ` crossings Algorithm 0 constructs a semiholomorphic polynomial f : R4 → R2
such that the vanishing set f−1(0) ∩ S3 on the unit 3-sphere is ambient isotopic to
the closure of B. Furthermore, we have
(5) deg f ≤
∑
C
max
{⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
, sC
}
.
The only part of this algorithm that requires some additional explanation and
is not computationally trivial consists of the first two steps, the construction of
the trigonometric polynomials FC and GC . Both can be obtained by trigonometric
interpolation. There are other ways to do this as well, but this method ensures a
relatively low degree.
A detailed description of the procedure can be found in [8]. Here we want to
give an example of how the interpolation works to highlight the key points of the
construction that we generalize in the subsequent sections.
Suppose the braid that we want to construct is B = σ−11 σ2σ
−1
1 σ2σ
−1
1 shown in
Figure 1a), which closes to the Whitehead link. We call its two components C1 and
C2. The numbers s1 and s2 denote the numbers of strands that make up C1 and
C2, respectively. Hence s1 := sC1 = 1 and s2 := sC2 = 2, while the total number
of strands is s = s1 + s2 = 3. The length of the braid is the number of crossings
` = 5. We consider a braid diagram of the braid that we want to construct, but
neglect the signs of the crossings for now. This results in a braid diagram as in
Figure 1b). We can interpret this braid diagram without signs as the union of
the graphs of some piecewise linear functions LCi,j : [0, 2pi] → R, t 7→ LCi,j(t),
i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , si, such that LC1,1(2pi) = LC1,1(0), LC2,1(2pi) = LC2,2(0) and
LC2,2(2pi) = LC2,1(0). Furthermore, we can require that the crossings occur at
tk =
2pik
5 +
pi
5 , k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
From this we obtain one piecewise linear function DCi : [0, 2pi] → R for every
component Ci via
(6) DCi
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
si
)
= LCi,j(t), t ∈ [0, 2pi], i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , si.
The graphs of DCi , i = 1, 2, are shown in Figure 1d) and e), respectively.
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a)
b) c) LC1,1
LC2,2
LC2,1
d) DC1 e)
DC2
f)
FC1
g)
FC2
h)
Figure 1. Trigonometric interpolation for FC1 and FC2 for a braid
that closes to the Whitehead link.
We now perform two trigonometric interpolations, one for each component. For
each i = 1, 2 we interpolate the data points
(
tk−pi5
si
+ 2pi(j−1)si , LCi,j
(
tk − pi5
))
and
call the resulting trigonometric polynomial FCi . The functions FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
,
i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , si, are the parametrisations of the x-coordinates of the strands
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a) b) c)
Figure 2. An example of graphs of interpolating functions.
in the component Ci. The interpolating functions are
(7) FC1(t) = −0.200 + 1.047 cos(t) + 0.153 cos(2t),
shown in Figure 1f) and
FC2(t) =0.100 + 0.971 cos(t)− 0.524 cos(2t)
− 0.371 cos(3t)− 0.076 cos(4t)− 0.100 cos(5t),(8)
shown in Figure 1g). All coefficients are rounded to 3 significant digits.
Remark 2.2. In the case of our example, the graphs of the functions FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
:
[0, 2pi] → R form the same crossing pattern as the desired braid, see Figure 1h).
However, it is important to note that in general the union of the graphs of the
functions FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
: [0, 2pi] → R do not necessarily form the same crossing
pattern as the desired braid B. Any set of interpolating functions permutes the
strands between 2pik` and
2pi(k+1)
` , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , `− 1, where ` is the length of the
braid word, i.e., the number of crossings, in exactly the same way as the desired
braid. But for any such permutation there are infinitely many possible braids. An
example of this is indicated in Figure 2, where Figure 2a) shows the desired cross-
ing pattern between t = 0 and t = 2pi/5 and Figure 2b) shows the graphs of some
interpolating functions that induce the same permutation, but do not have the same
crossing pattern. Figure 2c) shows how we can choose the signs of the crossings of
the braid in Figure 2b) such that the resulting braid is isotopic to the one in Figure
2a) with the desired crossing sign.
In any case, we can perform a trigonometric interpolation for the functions GCi
such that the resulting trigonometric polynomials provide us with a parametrisation
of a braid that is isotopic to B as follows. We interpret the union of the graphs
of t 7→ FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
, [0, 2pi] → R, i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , si, as a braid diagram
without signs of crossings. If a crossing occurs between the strands (Ci, j) and
(Ci′ , j
′) at t = t∗, i.e., if FCi
(
t∗+2pi(j−1)
si
)
= FCi′
(
t∗+2pi(j′−1)
si′
)
, then we add the
two points
(
t∗+2pi(j−1)
si
, y
)
and
(
t∗+2pi(j′−1)
si′
, y′
)
to our list of data points for Ci
and Ci′ , respectively. If the desired braid B has a crossing between the same pair
of strands in the same interval of length 2pi` , we can choose y and y
′ such that
the crossing obtains the required sign, i.e., y > y′ if (Ci, j) is passing over (Ci′ , j′)
and vice versa. If the crossing is one of the additional, unwanted crossings as in
Figure 2b), we can choose the sign of the crossing, i.e., y > y′ or y < y′, such
that the unwanted crossings cancel in pairs (cf. Figure 2c)) and the resulting braid
is isotopic to the desired one. This is for example achieved by assigning to each
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strand (Ci, j) for each interval [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) a real number yi,j,k such that they are
pairwise distinct and yi,j,k > yi′,j′,k if in the unique crossing of the desired braid B
in the interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) the strand (Ci, j) passes over the strand Ci′,j′ . The
number yi,j,k is the chosen value for all data points for the strand (Ci, j) coming
from crossings in the intverval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ).
We call the interpolating trigonometric polynomial GCi . In the case of our
example we obtain the following data points for C1 and C2:
C1 : {(0.794,−1), (1.857, 1), (4.426,−1), (5.490, 1)},(9)
C2 : {(0.794/2, 1), (3.142/2,−1), (4.426/2, 1), (1.857/2 + pi,−1),
(5.490/2 + pi,−1), (3.142/2 + pi, 1)},
where again numbers are rounded. We have chosen the y-coordinate of each data
point to be 1 or −1 depending on whether the corresponding strand is over- or
underpassing.
The interpolating functions are given by
GC1(t) =0.520− 0.721 cos(t)− 0.341 sin(t) + 0.860 cos(2t)− 1.243 sin(2t),
GC2(t) =− 1.630× 108 + 1.992× 108 cos(t)− 1.630× 108 cos(2t) + 2.521× 108 cos(3t)
− 19.009 sin(t) + 35.090 sin(2t)− 19.090 sin(3t).
(10)
This shows one potential short-coming of the interpolation method. While the
degrees can be taken to be relatively small, the coefficients (and hence the values
of the functions) can be very large. Note however, that we have a lot of freedom in
choosing the data points. Often a certain variation to these choices leads to much
simpler expressions. In our example, we can use
GC1(t) =0.520− 0.721 cos(t)− 0.341 sin(t) + 0.860 cos(2t)− 1.243 sin(2t),(11)
GC2(t) =− 0.250 sin(t)− 0.75 sin(2t).(12)
instead.
By construction
(13)
2⋃
i=1
si⋃
j=1
{(
FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
, GCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
, t
)
|t ∈ [0, 2pi]
}
is a parametrisation of a braid that closes to the Whitehead link and is of the
desired form, i.e., given by trigonometric polynomials.
The key points can be summarized as follows. We obtain a Fourier parametri-
sation of any braid (up to isotopy) by trigonometric interpolation. We need to
perform first an interpolation for every component to obtain the parametrisations
of the x-coordinates of the strands (given by FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
). These parametri-
sations might lead to additional, unwanted crossings. However, we can perform a
trigonometric interpolation for every component to obtain the parametrisations of
the y-coordinates of the strands (given by GCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
), which determine the
signs of the crossings such that all additional, unwanted crossings cancel. Note in
particular that the order of the Steps 1 and 2 in Algorithm 0 matters, since the
data points for the second interpolation are only known once the interpolation in
Step 1 has been completed.
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The degree of the constructed polynomial f : R4 → R2 is closely related to the
degrees of the trigonometric polynomials FC and GC . Their degrees are determined
by the number of data points used for the interpolation, which in turn are linked
to the number of strands and the length of the braid word.
Trigonometric interpolation is not the only way to obtain trigonometric braid
parametrisation. We could instead use a result by Beardon, Carne and Ng [2] that
allows us to lift parametrisations of critical values of polynomials to parametrisa-
tions of roots of the polynomials. Since trigonometric polynomials are C1-dense in
the set of 2pi-periodic C1-functions, we can then approximate the roots by trigono-
metric polynomials. While trigonometric interpolation has the advantage of low
polynomial degrees, this method allows us a certain control over the number of
argument-critical points of the constructed polynomials gλ and consequentially of
fλ|S3 . In particular, we have the following result.
Definition 2.3. Let B a braid on s strands. Then B is called homogeneous if it
can be represented by a word that for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s− 1} contains the generator
σi if and only if it does not contain its inverse σ
−1
i .
Theorem 2.4. (cf. [8]) For every homogeneous braid B we can construct a semi-
holomorphic polynomial f : R4 → R2 such that the vanishing set f−1(0)∩S3 on the
unit 3-sphere is ambient isotopic to the closure of B, say L, and arg(f) : S3\L→ S1
is a fibration.
We will see in Section 4 that for certain surface braids we can also construct the
desired polynomials in such a way that their argument maps are fibration maps
over the circle.
3. The loop braid group
We would like to extend the algorithm from Section 2 to knotted surfaces. Since
it is based on braid parametrisations, it is natural to consider 2-dimensional gen-
eralisations of the Artin braid group. The braid group is the motion group of n
unmarked points in the plane R2. A natural higher-dimensional analogue is there-
fore the loop braid group.
Definition 3.1. The loop braid group LBn is the fundamental group of the con-
figuration space of n disjoint unordered unlinked Euclidean circles in the 3-ball B3
under the condition that each of them lies in a plane that is parallel to a given fixed
plane.
This is only one of several possible equivalent definitions. The survey [12] offers
a good overview of the different interpretations of the loop braid group and related
groups. The interpretation of moving circles, which is suggested by Definition 3.1
is convenient for applications in physics, since it suggests to think of the fourth
dimension, the one along the loop in the configuration space, as time. The loop
braid group in Definition 3.1 is also referred to as the untwisted ring group.
The group LBn has two generators for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, illustrated in
Figure 3: ρi, which permutes the ith and i + 1st ring by moving the rings around
each other, and σi, which permutes ith and i + 1st ring by shrinking the ith ring
and threading it through the i + 1st ring as shown in Figure 3. More precisely, if
the ith and i+ 1st rings are initially placed in the xy-plane in R3 with coordinates
x, y and z, then σi first shrinks the ith ring and moves it to the right with z > 0,
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then moves it through the hole of the i + 1st ring by decreasing its z-coordinate.
Then the i+ 1st ring moves to the left in the xy-plane, while the ith ring is raised
into the xy-plane so that after increasing its radius the ith and i + 1st rings have
exchanged their positions. For ρi, the ith and i+ 1st rings change positions while
staying in the xy-plane. The group relations are as follows:
σiσj = σjσi, for |i− j| > 1,(14)
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,(15)
ρiρj = ρjρi, for |i− j| > 1,(16)
ρiρi+1ρi = ρi+1ρiρi+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,(17)
ρ2i = e, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,(18)
ρiσj = σjρi for |i− j| > 1,(19)
ρi+1ρiσi+1 = σiρi+1ρi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,(20)
σi+1σiρi+1 = ρiσi+1σi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2.(21)
Like for classical braids every loop braid has a unique closure (up to isotopy),
which is obtained by identifying the rings at t = 0 with the rings at t = 2pi. Note
that this results in linked or knotted tori in R3 × S1 ⊂ R4 ⊂ S4.
The elements of the Artin braid group can be interpreted as geometric braids,
i.e., n strings in R2×[0, 2pi] which intersect each horizontal plane R2×{t} in exactly
n points. We can weaken this definition to obtain the singular braid monoid. For
a singular braid we allow finitely many values of t, for which the strands intersect
R2 × {t} in n − 1 points. Two singular braids are equivalent if they are isotopic
through a sequence of singular braids, while the start and end points of the strands
in R2 × {0} and R2 × {2pi} are fixed. The equivalence classes of singular braids
on n strands form a monoid, which is generated (as a monoid) by σi, ρi and ρ
−1
i ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, and subject to the relations:
ρiρ
−1
i = ρ
−1
i ρi = e, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,(22)
σiσj = σjσi, for |i− j| > 1,(23)
ρiρj = ρjρi, for |i− j| > 1,(24)
ρiρi+1ρi = ρi+1ρiρi+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,(25)
ρ±1i σj = σjρ
±1
i for |i− j| > 1,(26)
ρi+1ρiσi+1 = σiρi+1ρi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,(27)
ρiρi+1σi = σi+1ρiρi+1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,(28)
σiρ
±1
i = ρ
±1
i σi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.(29)
The diagrammatic interpretation of an element of the singular braid monoid differs
from classical braids only in that there is a new type of crossing, corresponding
to the generator σi, which signifies a transverse intersection of two neighbouring
strands in a diagram and does not have an inverse. Such a crossing is called a
singular crossing or welded crossing. (Note that our usage of the symbols σi and ρi
is different from that in the literature, where they are actually swapped. See Remark
3.2 below.) Diagrams for the generators are shown in Figure 3c). Singular braids
were introduced by Baez [1] and Birman [4]. A similar notion called welded braids
was introduced by Fenn, Rima´nyi and Rourke in [25]. It is shown that the welded
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braid group has a group presentation with generators σi and ρi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1
and relations (14) through (21), that is the welded braid group is isomorphic to the
loop braid group.
We call a singular braid a signed singular braid if all intersection points, i.e., all
‘welded crossings’ σi, are labelled with a plus- or a minus-sign. A signed singular
braid can be represented by a word in σi(+), σi(−), ρi and ρ−1i , where σi(+)
denotes a singular crossing labeled with a plus-sign and σi(−) denotes a singular
crossing with a minus-sign as in Figure 3c).
Thus a word in σi(+), σi(−), ρi and ρ−1i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, has two interpreta-
tions: One as a loop braid, where the generator σi corresponds to σi(+) and σ
−1
i
to σi(−), and the other as a signed singular braid, where all intersection points of
strands are marked either by a plus- or a minus-sign. The relation between these
two interpretations is that the signed singular braid can be thought of as the core, or
the centre line, of the loops in the loop braid. Figure 3 illustrates this, using broken
surface diagrams and diagrams of signed singular braids. Figure 3a) displays the
generators σi and ρi, and the inverse σ
−1
i as motions of rings in R3. Figures 3b)
and 3c) show the broken surface diagrams and the signed singular braid diagrams
corresponding to each of these motions, respectively.
Remark 3.2. It should be noted that this identification of (signed) singular braids
and loop braids is not the standard in the literature (cf. [12, 25]). Usually the corre-
spondence of the two types of generators is exactly swapped, i.e., intersection points
of singular braids correspond to the loop braid generator ρi and classical crossings to
the loop braid generator σi (cf. for example [12]). We will see that for our purposes
the interpretation of the centre lines of the loops as singular braids, which requires
this deviation from the conventions in the literature, is more appropriate.
We regard two signed singular braids as equivalent if the underlying singular
braids are isotopic, i.e., equivalent modulo relations (22) through (29), with match-
ing signs on the singular crossings.
Remark 3.3. Note that the equations (22) through (28) hold both in the loop braid
group and in the singular braid monoid. Furthermore, these equations remain true
in the loop braid group when the σi’s are replaced by their inverses. It follows that
if two signed singular braids are equivalent modulo Eqs. (22) through (28), then the
corresponding loop braids are isotopic.
We proceed by outlining the algorithm that constructs any given loop braid as
the vanishing set of a polynomial, which proves Theorem 1.1. This is followed by an
example, a generalisation to some elements of other motion groups and a discussion
of an application to the construction of time-dependent vector fields with knotted
flow lines.
3.1. The proof of Theorem 1.1. Let B be a loop braid. Without loss of gen-
erality we can assume that the given fixed plane in Definition 3.1 is the xy-plane.
Like in Section 2 we label the strands (C, j), where C is running through the set
of components of the closure of the loop braid and j enumerates the strands in
the component C, i.e., j = 1, 2, . . . , sC , where sC is the number of strands in C.
Now suppose that for each strand there are functions xC,j , yC,j , zC,j : [0, 2pi]→ R
and ρC,j : [0, 2pi]→ R>0 that parametrise the (x, y, z)-coordinate of the centre line
of the corresponding ring and the radius ρ of the ring, respectively. That is, at
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a)
x
y
z
σi σ
−1
i
ρi
b)
x
t
y
σi σ−1i ρi
c)
x
t
σi(+) σi(−) ρi
Figure 3. The generators of the loop braid group and the singular
braid monoid.
the time t the ring in question is the circle of radius ρC,j(t), lying in the plane
parallel to the xy-plane and centred at (xC,j(t), yC,j(t), zC,j(t)). Then a point
(x, y, z, t) ∈ R3 × [0, 2pi] lies on the strand (C, j) if and only if
PC,j(x, y, z, t) := (x− xC,j(t))2 + (y − yC,j(t))2 − ρC,j(t)2 + i(z − zC,j(t))
= 0.(30)
Hence for all values of λ > 0 the loop braid is the vanishing set of the function
gλ : R3 × [0, 2pi]→ C ∼= R2,
(31) gλ(x, y, z, t) =
∏
C
sC∏
j=1
PC,j
(x
λ
,
y
λ
,
z
λ
, t
)
.
Lemma 3.4. If for every component C there are trigonometric polynomials FC ,
GC , HC : [0, 2pi]→ R and RC : [0, 2pi]→ R>0 such that
(xC,j(t), yC,j(t), zC,j(t), ρC,j(t)) =
(
FC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)
, GC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)
,
HC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)
, RC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
))
,(32)
then expanding the product in Eq. (31) yields a polynomial in x, y, z, eit and e−it.
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Proof. The proof is completely identical to the classical braid case in [8] using only
induction and basic arithmetic of roots of unity. 
As in [8] we replace every instance of eit in the polynomial expression of gλ by
a complex variable v and e−it by its complex conjugate v. We call the resulting
function fλ : R5 ∼= R3 × C → C ∼= R2. Note that fλ(x, y, z, cos(t), sin(t)) =
gλ(x, y, z, t).
It is convenient to consider fλ as a family of polynomials in three real variables
x, y and z, parametrised by v = reit. We often write fλ(x, y, z, v) instead of
fλ(x, y, z,Re(v), Im(v)).
Lemma 3.5. There is a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all r ∈ [1−δ, 1] the vanishing set of
fλ(·, ·, ·, reit), t ∈ [0, 2pi] contains the desired braid B, i.e., B ⊂ f−1λ (0)∩(R3×rS1).
Proof. Let (x, y, z) be such that f1(x, y, z, e
it) = 0 for some t ∈ [0, 2pi]. Then it
belongs to some strand (C, j). We can turn f1 into a function with 3-dimensional
image by considering the map
f˜C,j : U →R2 × S1;
(x, y, z, v) 7→ (Re(f1(x, y, z, v)), Im(f1(x, y, z, v)) ,
arg
(
x+ iy − FC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)
− iGC
(
t+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)))
,(33)
where U is an open subset of R3 × C containing f−11 (0) ∩ (R3 × S1), i.e. a neigh-
bourhood of the loop braid. Note that the third component that we added to f
can be interpreted as a circular coordinate along the ring that is part of the strand
(C, j).
It is easy to see that for all (C, j) the gradient matrix of f˜C,j with respect to
x, y and z is invertible for all (x, y, z, eit∗) ∈ R3 × S1 with f1(x, y, z, eit∗) = 0.
Furthermore, the function is analytic with respect to all variables. The analytic
implicit function theorem then implies that there are neighbourhoods VC,j,φ,t∗ of
(1, eit∗) ∈ R+×S1 and WC,j,φ,t∗ of (x, y, z) such that for every φ ∈ S1 the solutions
to f˜C,j = (0, 0, φ) are real analytic functions of r and t. Since the rings in f
−1
1 (0)∩
R3 × S1 are disjoint, we can by continuity assume that they are also disjoint in⋃
C,j,φ,t∗{(w, reit∗)|w ∈ WC,j,φ,t∗} for all r ∈ [1 − δ, 1] for some δ ∈ (0, 1). Note
that varying r between 1− δ and 1 induces a smooth isotopy between the zeros of
f1(x, y, z, re
it) in
⋃
C,j,φ,t∗{(w, reit∗)|w ∈ WC,j,φ,t∗} ⊂ R3 × rS1 and the zeros of
f1(x, y, z, e
it), since 0 is a regular value throughout.
The parameter λ scales B in the x-, y- and z-direction and in particular does
not change isotopy types. Moreover, the value of δ does not depend on λ. 
Lemma 3.6. For small enough λ > 0 the closure of B is contained in f−1λ (0)∩S4.
Proof. Let M(λ, r) = max{|(x, y, z)| : fλ(x, y, z, reit) = 0}. Then M(λ, r) =
λM(1, r). Thus if we choose λ small enough we have M(λ, 1 − δ) < √δ(2− δ),
which is equivalent to the vanishing set f−1λ (0) ∩ (R3 × (1− δ)S1) being contained
in the open unit 5-ball. Since the vanishing set of fλ(·, ·, ·, eit) is outside the open
unit 5-ball, each ring must pass through the unit 4-sphere.
By Lemma 3.5 we can parametrise each component of the vanishing set of fλ
for r ∈ [1 − δ, 1] by r, t = arg(v) and φ, where φ corresponds to the variable
along a ring. As mentioned before this parametrisation is real analytic, which
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means that the same arguments as in [8] apply. That is for each (C, j), each t
and each φ there is a real analytic function hC,j,t,φ : [1 − δ, 1] → R5, whose image
consists of the points on the vanishing set of fλ that belong to the jth strand of
the component C with parameters t and φ. Furthermore, for each C, j, t and φ
this image of hC,j,t,φ intersects S
4 in a unique point if λ is small enough. The
proof of this uses the same arguments as in [8], i.e., applying Rolle’s Theorem to
a continuously differentiable function that is constructed from hC,j,t,φ and whose
zeros are intersection points of the image of hC,j,t,φ and S
4. We call this unique
intersection point Z(C, j, t, φ) and the value of |v| = r for which the intersection
occurs z(C, j, t, φ), i.e. hC,j,t,φ(z(C, j, t, φ)) = Z(C, j, t, φ).
Let Ψ : B3 × S1 → S4 ⊂ R3 × C be the projection map
(34) (x, y, z, t) 7→ (x, y, z,
√
1− x2 − y2 − z2eit),
where t ∈ [0, 2pi]/(0 ∼ 2pi) ∼= S1. We can now define a smooth isotopy from
Ψ(f−1λ (0)∩R3×S1), which we know to be the closure of the desired loop braid B,
to
⋃
C,j,t,φ Z(C, j, t, φ), which proves that
(35)
⋃
C,j,t,φ
Z(C, j, t, φ)
is ambient isotopic to the closure of B in S4 by the isotopy extension theorem.
Since by construction
⋃
C,j,t,φ Z(C, j, t, φ) is contained in f
−1
λ (0) ∩ S4, this finishes
the proof of the lemma.
The isotopy is simply
(36) (Ψ(hC,j,t,φ(1)), s) 7→ Ψ(hC,j,t,φ(max{1− s, z(C, j, t, φ)}))
for s ∈ [0, 1]. 
In theory, the proof provides an outline of how small λ has to be chosen in
order to guarantee the desired result. We have to calculate the first derivatives
of f˜C,j for all C and j and find the largest value of r < 1 where f˜C,j = (0, φ)
and det∇f˜C,j = 0 for some C, j and φ ∈ S1. This leads to the value of δ <
1 − r. The implicit function theorem gives descriptions of the derivatives of the
function hC,j,t,φ. By solving the corresponding system of differential equations
we obtain an expression of hC,j,t,φ(r) for r ∈ (1 − δ, 1], which allows us to find
M = max{|(x, y, z)| : hC,j,t,φ(r) = (x, y, z) for some C, j, t, φ, and r ∈ (1 − δ, 1]}.
This together with knowledge of the derivatives of hC,j,t,φ is enough to find sufficient
values for λ.
In practice, and in particular for complicated braids, this is computationally
too expensive. Instead we usually make an educated guess for λ, simply plot the
vanishing set of f−1λ (0) ∩ S4 ∩ {t = constant} for sufficiently many values of t and
check if it leads to the desired loop braid. This method is not perfect, but quite
practical.
Compared to the lower-dimensional case in [8] the real variables x, y and z take
the role of the complex variable u. As a consequence the polynomials obtained from
the outlined procedure lack the semiholomorphicity of the polynomials in [8]. While
in the lower-dimensional case this guarantees that we always know the number of
zeros of the polynomial for a given parameter v (namely simply the degree with
respect to the complex variable), we do not have the analogous knowledge about
the number of components in this setting. Therefore, the vanishing set of fλ on
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S4 might contain other components that we have no control over. All that we can
guarantee is that the closure of B is a subset of the vanishing set on S4.
The previous lemmas show that if we can find a parametrisation of a loop braid
B in terms of trigonometric polynomials, then the following algorithm produces
polynomials of the desired form.
Algorithm 1:
Step 1: From the given braid word find the trigonometric polynomials FC .
Step 2: Find the trigonometric polynomials GC .
Step 3: Find the trigonometric polynomials HC .
Step 4: Find the trigonometric polynomials RC .
Step 5: Define gλ, write it as a polynomial by expanding the product and define fλ.
Step 6: Determine how small λ has to be chosen.
Like in the classical case the only computational step that requires a more de-
tailed explanation is the trigonometric interpolation that leads to the functions FC ,
GC , HC (the parametrisations of the x-, y- and z-coordinates of the strands) and
RC (the radius of the loops).
Lemma 3.7. We can find a parametrisation of any loop braid B ∈ LBn in terms
of trigonometric polynomials FC , GC , HC and RC via trigonometric interpolation.
Proof. From a broken surface diagram or equivalently a word in the generators σi
and ρi, i = 1, 2, . . . n−1, and their inverses we obtain a diagram of a signed singular
braid by using the rule in Figure 3 and using that in the loop braid group ρ−1i =
ρi. We refer to crossings in this signed singular braid diagram that correspond
to generators σi of the loop braid group (or their inverses) as σ-crossings and
to crossings that correspond to generators ρi (or their inverses) as ρ-crossings or
classical crossings. The term crossing may refer to either a σ- or a ρ-crossing
From the signed singular braid diagram we can extract data points for a trigono-
metric interpolation for FC exactly as in Section 2. This means the values of the
data points correspond to the positions of each strand before and after every cross-
ing. The union of the graphs of the functions FC
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC
)
form a braid diagram
B′ without specified signs of crossings. Note that like in the classical case the
crossing pattern of this braid might be different from that of the desired braid (cf.
Remark 2.2).
The paragraph after Remark 2.2 outlines how the data points for the trigono-
metric interpolation for the y-coordinate have to be chosen in the 3-dimensional
case, so that the interpolating trigonometric polynomial gives us a parametrisation
of a braid that is isotopic to the desired braid. The 4-dimensional case only differs
from this in that there is a new type of crossings: the σ-crossing.
If in B′ a crossing occurs between the strands (Ci, j) and (Ci′ , j′) at t = t∗, i.e., if
FCi
(
t∗+2pi(j−1)
si
)
= FCi′
(
t∗+2pi(j′−1)
si′
)
, then we add the two points
(
t∗+2pi(j−1)
si
, y
)
and
(
t∗+2pi(j′−1)
si′
, y′
)
to our list of data points for Ci and Ci′ respectively, where
the data values y and y′ are determined as follows. We assign to every strand
(Ci, j) for each interval [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ` − 1, a real number yi,j,k
such that they are pairwise distinct and yi,j,k > yi′,j′,k if the crossing of the desired
loop braid B in the interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) is a ρ-crossing, where the strand (Ci, j)
is passing over the strand (Ci′ , j
′). If the crossing of the desired loop braid B in
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the interval [2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) is a σ-crossing, there should be no y·,·,k between the two
values assigned to the two strands that are involved in this crossing.
Then the values yi,j,k are chosen to be the values for all data points for the strand
(Ci, j) in the interval [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) except for one case. If the desired braid B has
a σ-crossing in the interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) between the strands (Ci, j) and (Ci′ , j
′),
then both of the data points that come from the first crossing of B′ between (Ci, j)
and (Ci′ , j
′) in the interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ) obtain the same value y, which should
lie between yi,j,k and yi′,j′,k. All data points coming from other crossings in the
interval, even if they are crossings of the strands (Ci, j) and (Ci′ , j
′), get the usual
data values yi,j,k.
The z-coordinate is only important in the neighbourhood of a σ-crossing, where
one loop, say the jth strand of the component C1, passes through the hole of
the other, say the j′th strand of C2. If HC is a trigonometric polynomial that
parametrises the z-coordinates of the strands of the component C, then the sign of
H ′C1
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC1
)
−H ′C2
(
t+2pi(j′−1)
sC2
)
at the time t of the crossing determines if the
jth strand of C1 passes the j
′th strand of C2 from below (positive sign) or from
above (negative sign). The data points for this interpolation must therefore contain
information about the values of HC and its derivative H
′
C .
For a σ-crossing between the strands (C1, j) and (C2, j
′) at a time t, where
the strand (C1, j) comes from above we need two data points to ensure that
HC1
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC1
)
= HC2
(
t+2pi(j′−1)
sC2
)
and two more to ensure thatH ′C1
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC1
)
<
H ′C2
(
t+2pi(j′−1)
sC2
)
. We thus have to find trigonometric polynomials HCj with spec-
ified values zi of HCj and values z
′
i of the derivative
∂HCj
∂t at a specified set of data
points ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , N :
(37) HCj (ti) = zi,
∂HCj
∂t (ti) = z
′
i.
Such trigonometric polynomials always exist and an explicit formula can be found
in [42]:
(38) HCi(t) =
N∑
i=1
ziw0,i +
N∑
i=1
z′iw1,i(t− ti),
where
w0,i(t) =
(
1− Vi(t) sin
(
t
2
)
cos
(
t
2
))
Ui(t),(39)
w1,i(t) = 2 sin
(
t
2
)
cos
(
t
2
)
Ui(t),(40)
Ui(t) =
∏
k 6=i
(
sin
(
t−tk
2
)
sin
(
ti−tk
2
))2 ,(41)
(42) Vi(t) =
∑
k 6=i
2 cot
(
ti − tk
2
)
.
Here N is the number of σ-crossings that strands from the component in question
are involved in (counted with multiplicity) and the ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , are the
positions of the σ-crossings. If for example such a crossing occurs between the
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strands (C1, j) and (C2, j
′) at t ∈ [0, 2pi], then one of the ti for the component C1
should be t+2pi(j−1)sC1 and one of the tk for the component C2 should be
t+2pi(j′−1)
sC2
.
The values zi are the desired values of the interpolating trigonometric polynomials
HC1
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC1
)
= HC2
(
t+2pi(j′−1)
sC2
)
. The values z′i are the desired values of the
derivatives HC1 and HC2 at the crossing. We only have to make sure that these
values lead to the correct crossing signs as described above, so we have a lot of
freedom in the actual choice of data values.
The interpolation for the radius functions RC is now comparatively simple. We
only need to guarantee that at a σ-crossing the correct loop has a smaller radius,
which is determined by the sign of the σ-crossing in question. We thus need two
data points for each σ-crossing, one for each radius of the two strands involved
in the crossing. If the strand (C1, j) passes through the hole of (C2, j
′), then
RC1
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC1
)
should be smaller than RC2
(
t+2pi(j′−1)
sC2
)
, which can be achieved
by choosing the data values at these points appropriately. We obtain interpolating
trigonometric polynomials RC . Since the radii must be positive at all times, we
add the same sufficiently large constant to all RC ’s.
Since we have specified only very few values of RC , there could be intersections at
this stage. However, after multiplying every RC by the same small enough positive
constant  no intersections can occur. This is because the only points, where the x-
and y-coordinates of two strands agree are at σ-crossings, which are precisely the
points where we have specified the radii.
We claim that the loop braid that is parametrised by the constructed functions
FC , GC , HC and RC is isotopic to the desired loop braid. To prove this we refer to
Remark 3.3, which tells us that it suffices to compare the singular braids with signed
intersection points corresponding to the core lines of the two loop braids. We call the
singular braid with signed intersection points that we obtain via the interpolation
procedure B1 and the singular braid that corresponds to the centre lines of the
desired loop braid B2. We successively deform B1 in the intervals [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ],
into B2, first for k = 0, then k = 1 and so on. In each such interval B2 has a unique
crossing and the permutation of the strands of B1 in that same interval is the same
transposition. Suppose that (Ci, j) is a strand of B1 that does not correspond to
a strand of B2 that is involved in a σ-crossing in [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ]. Then, since it
has the same y-coordinate value yi,j,k on all crossings that it is involved in (all of
which are classical crossings), we can deform it so that its y-coordinate is constant
yi,j,k throughout the interval [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ]. If (Ci, j) does correspond to a strand
that is involved in a σ-crossing of B2 in [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ] it can be deformed so that
its y-coordinate is constant yi,j,k throughout the interval [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ] except in a
neighbourhood of the σ-crossing, where its y-coordinate takes values between yi,j,k
and the yi′,j′,k, where (Ci′ , j
′) is the other strand involved in the σ-crossing. Note
that these changes to the y-coordinates of the strands do not affect the braid word,
since in our convention the word is read from the projection in the xt-plane (as in
Fig. 3). Furthermore, the choice of yi,j,k guarantees that each strand has a different
y-coordinate throughout the interval [2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ].
Now we can deform each strand of B1 that does not correspond to a strand that
is involved in the unique crossing of B2 in [
2pik
` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ] by keeping its y-coordinate
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fixed and making its x-coordinate constant, too. This does not cause any inter-
sections because all the strands have different y-coordinates. This leaves us with
a singular braid with signed intersections, where in each t-interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ]
there are only two strands that are involved in crossings. Say the first of these
crossings occurs at t = tk. Since we know that the strands of B1 are permuted in
each interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ] in the same way as the strands of B2 and because any
possible σ-crossing is the first crossing in the interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ] by construction,
we can apply the same argument that we used for the other strands in [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ]
for these two strands in the interval [tk + ,
2pi(k+1)
` ] for some small  > 0. Thus the
strands of B1 are deformed so that (just like for B2) there is a unique crossing in
[ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ]. This crossing has the same type (classical or σ-crossing), the same
sign and involves the same strands as the corresponding crossing of B2. Applying
these arguments successively to the intervals [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ], k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ` − 1,
results in a singular braid that has only one crossing in each interval [ 2pik` ,
2pi(k+1)
` ]
and this crossing involves the same pair of strands as the unique crossing of B2 in
that same interval and with the same crossing sign. On the level of braid words the
isotopies that were used above correspond to Eqs. (22) through (28). Hence, B1
and B2 are equivalent modulo Eqs. (22) through (28) and thus by Remark 3.3 the
interpolating trigonometric polynomials parametrise a loop braid that is isotopic
to the desired one. 
This proves the following theorem and Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.8. For every element B of the loop braid group Algorithm 1 constructs
a polynomial f : R5 → R2 such that the vanishing set f−1(0) ∩ S4 on the unit 4-
sphere contains a set that is ambient isotopic to the closure of B.
Like in [8] we can give a bound on the degree.
Proposition 3.9. Let B be a loop braid on s strands, represented by a word of
length ` and f : R5 → R2 the corresponding polynomial found by Algorithm 1. For
each component C of the closure of B we denote the number of strands in C by sC .
Then
(43) deg f ≤ 2
∑
C
max
{⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
, sC
}
.
Proof. The proof follows the same line of argument as the analogous result in [8].
The degree of f is determined by the degrees of the trigonometric polynomials,
which in turn are determined by the number of data points in the corresponding
interpolation problem. Since FC and GC are constructed in precisely the same way
as in [8], i.e., require the same number of data points, their degrees satisfy the same
bounds:
degFC =
⌊
sC`− 1
2
⌋
,
degGC ≤
⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
.(44)
Let N be the number of σ-crossings that the component C is involved in (counting
with multiplicities). Then the trigonometric interpolation for HC requires 2N data
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points and the interpolation for RC requires N data points. Hence
degHC = N,(45)
degRC =
⌊
N − 1
2
⌋
.(46)
In the same vain as in [8] we find that
deg f =
∑
C
max{2 degFC , 2 degGC ,degHC , 2 degRC , 2sC} ≤ 2
∑
C
max{degGC , sC}.
(47)
Since sC , N and ` are positive integers, the bound for the degree of GC is the largest.
The previously obtained bounds for the degrees of the trigonometric polynomials
result in the bound given in the proposition. 
Corollary 3.10. Let B be a loop braid on s strands, represented by a word of length
`, whose closure has only one component and let f : R5 → R2 be the corresponding
polynomial found by Algorithm 1. Then
(48) deg f ≤ 2
⌊
(s+ 1)(s`− 1)− 1
2
⌋
.
Bounds on the degree of trigonometric parametrisations of a given braid have also
been studied in [34, 35]. The arguments in [8] prove not only bounds on the degree
of the constructed polynomials with knotted vanishing sets, but also on the degree
of the trigonometric polynomials of such Fourier braids. Similarly, the arguments in
the proof of Proposition 3.9 offer bounds on the degree of trigonometric polynomials
parametrising a given loop braid.
Remark 3.11. Consider the inverse stereographic projection R4 → S4 given by
x =
2x1
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 + 1
,
y =
2x2
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 + 1
,
z =
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 − 1
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 + 1
,
v =
2(x3 + ix4)
x21 + x
2
2 + +x
2
3 + x
2
4 + 1
.(49)
A composition of this map with the constructed polynomial f results in a rational
map R4 → R2 whose denominator is some power of x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 + 1, which
never vanishes. Hence the numerator is a polynomial F˜ : R4 → R2 whose vanishing
set contains the closure of the desired loop braid B.
Note that it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.5 that the points on B ⊂ S4 are
regular points of f . Furthermore, the intersection of the vanishing set of f and S4
at any point on B is transverse if λ is sufficiently small. It follows that the points on
B ⊂ S4 are also regular points of f |S4 . Hence the part of the vanishing set of F˜ that
is isotopic to B consists only of regular points. Again, this is completely analogous
to the lower-dimensional situation in [8]. However, zero is not necessarily a regular
value, as the extra components might contain critical points. At this moment we
are not aware of a constructive method that would remove the extra components or
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guarantee that zero becomes a regular value. Therefore, this remains an interesting
question for future research.
Furthermore, since the points on the loop braid B are regular points, any poly-
nomial that differs from the construction by only a sufficiently small perturbation
of the coefficients still has the closure of B as part of its vanishing set. Hence we
can assume that the coefficients are in Q[i] and, after multiplying by a common
denominator, in the Gaussian integers Z[i].
The algorithm outlined above follows the lower-dimensional case of [8] closely. In
particular, the polynomial fλ is obtained from the braid polynomial by substituting
v for eit and v for e−it. In [7] the first author presented an alternative construction
of polynomials for (classical) links. Substituting v for eit and 1v for e
−it in the
polynomial expression for gλ yields a rational map whose denominator is some
power of v and whose numerator is a holomorphic polynomial in complex variables
u and v. The numerator’s vanishing set intersects S3 transversally in a link that
contains the desired link as a sublink. Hence, the holomorphicity comes at the price
of additional components.
In the algorithm above we can just as well use this alternative substitution and
obtain a rational map, whose denominator is some power of v and whose numerator
f˜λ is a polynomial in x, y, z and the complex variable v. In particular, f˜λ is
holomorphic with respect to v. All results that were shown for fλ in this section
(with a different bound on the degree due to the degree of the denominator) remain
true for sufficiently small values of λ for f˜λ.
Proposition 3.12. Let B be a loop braid with s strands, represented by a word
of length `. For a component C of its closure we denote the number of strands in
C by sC . Then we can construct a polynomial f˜λ : R5 → R2 with the following
properties:
• f˜λ can be written as a polynomial R3 × C → C. In particular, it is holo-
morphic with respect to the complex variable.
• For small enough λ > 0 the vanishing set of f˜λ intersects S4 transversally
in a set that contains the closure of B.
• We have
deg f˜λ ≤2
∑
C
max
{⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
, sC
}
+ 2
∑
C
⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
.(50)
3.2. An example. We illustrate the algorithm by going through the construction
of a polynomial for the loop braid ρ−11 ρ2σ1ρ2ρ
−1
1 in more detail. Note that this loop
braid is obtained from the example braid σ−11 σ2σ
−1
1 σ2σ
−1
1 in Section 2 by replacing
each strand by a cylinder and changing one of the ρ1s to a σ1. A broken surface
diagram is shown in Figure 4, where the braid word is read from the bottom to
the top. Note that for every value of the t-coordinate the intersection of the loop
braid with the slice of constant t-values is the disjoint union of 3 (planar) loops.
In particular, the link type does not change and t|B does not have any critical
points. This might not be obvious from Figure 4, since it displays a projection
of a surface in 4-dimensional space to a 2+1-dimensional diagram, but it becomes
apparent in comparison with Figure 3, which explains how broken surface diagrams
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x
t
y
Figure 4. A broken surface diagram of the example braid
ρ−11 ρ2σ1ρ2ρ
−1
1 .
can be interpreted as motions of loops. The fact that t|B does not have any critical
points holds not only in this example but in general. This follows directly from
the definition of the loop braid group, which does not allow motions that include
intersections of a loop with itself or any other of the loops. The braid word in this
example could be significantly simplified using the relations of the loop braid group,
which would lead to a simpler polynomial, but this is not the point of this example.
We simply want to illustrate how Algorithm 1 works for an arbitrary braid word.
Note that the interpolation for the trigonometric polynomials FC1 and FC2 , i.e.,
the x-coordinates of the centres of the rings, is the same as in the example in Section
2. Hence we find the same functions
FC1(t) =− 0.200 + 1.047 cos(t) + 0.153 cos(2t),
FC2(t) =0.100 + 0.971 cos(t)− 0.524 cos(2t)
− 0.371 cos(3t)− 0.076 cos(4t)− 0.100 cos(5t).(51)
We interpret the union of the graphs of t 7→ FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
si
)
, [0, 2pi] → R,
i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , si, s1 = 1, s2 = 2, as a braid diagram without specified signs
of crossings. The strand that forms the component C1 is involved in 4 crossings.
The values of the t-coordinate and the desired values of its y-coordinate at these
crossings are
{(t, y) : crossing involving C1 at t with desired value y}
={(0.794,−1), (1.857, 1), (4.426,−1), (5.490, 1)},(52)
where we have chosen a y-value of 1 if C1 is the overpassing strand in the ρi-crossing
in question and -1 if it is the underpassing strand. The tuples in Eq. (52) are the
data points for the interpolation for GC1 . Note that this strand is not involved in
any σ-crossings. Hence it is the same interpolation as in Section 2 and we find the
same trigonometric polynomial
(53) GC1(t) = 0.520− 0.721 cos(t)− 0.341 sin(t) + 0.860 cos(2t)− 1.243 sin(2t).
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The two strands that form the component C2 are involved in crossings at posi-
tions t = 0.794, t = 3.142, t = 4.426 and t = 1.857, t = 3.142, t = 5.490, respec-
tively. These values are rounded, while the computation is done with numerical
accuracy. We obtain the list of data points
{(0.794/2, 1), (3.142/2, 0), (4.426/2, 1),
(1.857/2 + pi,−1), (3.142/2 + pi, 0), (5.490/2 + pi,−1)}.(54)
Note that this list differs from that in Eq. (9) only in that both values of the
y-coordinate at the crossing at t = 3.142 have been changed to 0, reflecting the
change to a σ-crossing.
Using trigonometric interpolation we find
GC2(t) =0.047− 0.057 cos(t) + 0.804 sin(t) + 0.047 cos(2t)− 0.080 sin(2t)
− 0.072 cos(3t) + 0.804 sin(3t).(55)
Since the component C1 is not involved in any σ-crossings, there are no data
points for its z- and R-coordinate. We can choose HC1(t) = 0 and RC1(t) = 1.
For the component C2 there is a σ-crossing between the two strands that form
this component at t = 3.142. Thus the z-value of the rings should be equal at
this crossing, i.e. we need the two data points (3.142/2, 0) and (3.142/2 + pi, 0).
Furthermore, the crossing in question is a σ1 (as opposed to a σ
−1
1 ). Hence the
derivative of the interpolating trigonometric polynomial
∂HC2
∂t should be smaller
at t = 3.142/2 than at t = 3.142/2 + pi, since the ring that we regard as the
first strand of C2 is passing through the hole of the other strand from above. We
choose
∂HC2
∂t (3.142/2) = −1 and
∂HC2
∂t (3.142/2) = 1. The interpolation can now be
performed by using Eqs. (38) through (42). We obtain
(56) HC2(t) = cos(t).
Similarly, for the radii of the rings in C2, the only condition is that at the σ-
crossing at t = 3.142 the first strand of C2 has a smaller radius than the second
strand, so it can pass through without intersection points. Thus we can require
that RC2(3.142/2) = 1 and RC2(3.142/2 + pi) = 2 and obtain as the interpolating
trigonometric polynomial
(57) RC2(t) = 1.500− 0.500 sin(t).
It is usually necessary to add a positive constant to turn RC into a positive
function. In this case, it is not necessary, since both functions are already positive.
Now we need to make sure that the rings never intersect. For this we find all
values of t for which there is a pair of strands that have the same z-coordinates. In
this example this only happens for t = pi, the position of the σ-crossing, where the
z-coordinate of all strands is 0. The centres of the rings involved in the crossing are
identical and the Euclidean distance from that point to the centre of the other ring
(belonging to C1) is 1.129. Recall that the radii of the rings determined by RC1 and
RC2 are 1 and 2, respectively, for the strands of component C2 and 1 for the strand
belonging to C1. Hence multiplying all RCi by any constant less than 0.376 results
in trigonometric polynomials that do not induce any intersections, when taken as
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the parametrisations of the radii. Choosing the constant to be 13 we obtain
RC1(t) =
1
3
,
RC2(t) =
1
2
− 1
6
sin(t).(58)
The trigonometric polynomials can be used to define gλ and fλ, which are easily
calculated (using appropriate software), but have too many terms to be reasonably
displayed here.
3.3. Other motion groups. The construction from the previous section yields
polynomials for arbitrary elements of the loop braid group, the motion group of an
n-component unlink in R3 without rotations of the components that change their
orientations. We can adjust Algorithm 1 to accommodate certain motions of links
that are split links, whose components are not trivial.
Let B be a loop braid. For each component C of its closure we can choose
a (classical) braid BC in a solid torus V . Replacing a tubular neighbourhood of
the loops in the component C by V containing BC yields an element of the motion
group of the split link L = unionsqCLsCC , where LC is the closure of BC , sC is the number
of strands in the component C and Lki denotes the split union of k copies of a link
Li. Labelling the components of the closure of B by Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we denote
the resulting element of the motion group by B˜(BC1 , BC2 , . . . , BCn). It should be
clear that in general this procedure does not generate the whole motion group, but
it produces a subgroup of the motion group which is isomorphic to the loop braid
group.
Theorem 3.13. Let B be a loop braid on s strands, represented by a word of length
`, whose closure has n components Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, consisting of sCi strands. Let
Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, be classical braids on si strands and of length `i. We denote
the number of strands of a component j of the closure of Bi by si,j. Then we can
construct a polynomial f : R5 → R2 with
deg f ≤
∑
i
(
2
∑
j
(
max
{⌊
(si,j + 1)(si,j`i − 1) + `isi,j(si − si,j)− 1
2
c, si,j
})
×max
{⌊
(si + 1)(si`− 1) + `si(s− si)− 1
2
⌋
, si
})
(59)
and such that f−1(0) ∩ S4 contains the closure of B˜(BC1 , BC2 , . . . , BCn).
Proof. Composing an inverse stereographic projection R3 → S3 with the polynomi-
als obtained from the construction in [8] we can construct polynomials fi : R3 → R2
such that f−1i (0) is the closure of BCi and
(60) deg fi ≤ 2
∑
j
max
{⌊
(si,j + 1)(si,j`i − 1) + `isi,j(si − si,j)− 1
2
⌋
, si,j
}
.
By construction 0 is a regular value for all i and the vanishing set can be assumed
to lie in a tubular neighbourhood of the unit circle in the xy-plane.
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We change the definition of the braid polynomial gλ in Eq. (31) to
gλ(x, y, z, t) :=
n∏
i=1
sCi∏
j=1
(
ρCi,j(t)
deg fi
× fi
(
x
ρCi,j(t)λ
− xCi,j(t)
ρCi,j(t)
,
y
ρCi,j(t)λ
− yCi,j(t)
ρCi,j(t)
,
z
λ
− zCi,j(t)
))
.(61)
Everything else in the algorithm can be done as before. We find trigonometric
polynomials FCi , GCi , HCi and RCi that parametrise the loop braid by xCi,j(t) =
FCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sCi
)
, yCi,j(t) = GCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sCi
)
, zCi,j(t) = HCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sCi
)
and ρCi,j(t) =
RCi
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sCi
)
. The bounds for these trigonometric polynomials found in the
proof of Proposition 3.9 are still valid. Hence the degree of the output polynomial
fλ is bounded by
deg fλ ≤
∑
i
(
deg fi ×max
{⌊
(si + 1)(si`− 1) + `si(s− si)− 1
2
⌋
, si
})
≤
∑
i
(
2
∑
j
(
max
{⌊
(si,j + 1)(si,j`i − 1) + `isi,j(si − si,j)− 1
2
⌋
, si,j
})
×max
{⌊
(si + 1)(si`− 1) + `si(s− si)− 1
2
⌋
, si
})
.(62)

3.4. Time evolution of knotted fields. Questions about the time evolution of
knots and links in physical systems that were constructed from complex-valued
maps, such as quantum knots or in knots in magnetic fields have been raised in [30]
and [15], respectively. It was since proven that every knot type (or in fact every
link with a finite number of components) can arise as the union of some connected
components of the nodal set of a quantum wavefunction that satisfies Schro¨dinger’s
equation for the harmonic oscillator [17] and the hydrogen atom [18]. The proofs
are to a large part constructive and in particular enable us to find explicit solutions
numerically using a computer.
It was shown in [24] that we can realise any loop braid as the time evolution of
the nodal set of a wavefunction in a fixed time interval, say t = 0 and t = 2pi. It
follows that the fields undergo a periodic time evolution, as observed in quantum
revivals [16]. In fact, the results in [24] go beyond the motions of loops that are
described by motion groups such as the loop braid group in the previous sections,
since they allow for wavefunctions whose nodal sets undergo reconnection events.
In particular, the link type of the nodal set is allowed to change over time.
This section is meant as a speculation on the question, in how far the constructed
polynomials from the previous sections can be used to describe the time evolution of
physical systems, in analogy to the creation of knotted initial conditions of physical
systems that is made possible by the lower-dimensional polynomial construction.
Finding a way to manipulate the polynomials to yield functions that satisfy certain
differential equations and still maintain the desired topological properties is likely to
be extremely challenging and at this moment we are not aware of such a procedure.
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In light of the results of [24] the relevance of our construction to physicsts is
perhaps limited. If at some point in the future it should be possible to use our
polynomials for the creation of knotted configurations of physical systems that
evolve with time as desired, it would allow a comparison of these solutions with the
solutions obtained from [24] and ideally a more direct relation between physical,
topolgical and algebro-geometric quantities.
At this stage it is not clear if and how the constructed polynomials from the
previous sections can be used to create knotted configurations of physical systems
in R3 that evolve as desired. Polynomials typically do not describe physically
relevant configurations, but they have the advantage that they are quite flexible in
the sense that we can usually modify the polynomial in such a way that it satisfies
any boundary condition at ∞.
A first hint of how such a construction might work can be seen from the lower-
dimensional case in the construction of optical vortex knots in scalar fields. In
certain optical regimes the paraxial equation
(63) (∂2x + ∂
2
y)Ψ + 2ik∂zΨ = 0,
which is the 2 + 1-Schro¨dinger equation with some wavenumber k, is a good ap-
proximation for one component of Maxwell’s equations of a monochromatic light
beam, such as a laser beam. The trefoil knot and the figure-eight knot have been
constructed as vortex knots Ψ−1(0) of such optical scalar fields Ψ using complex-
valued polynomials, whose vanishing sets are the trefoil knot and the figure-eight
knot respectively [14]. This is achieved by multiplying the polynomial by a Gaussian
factor e−(x
2+y2)/w2 with width w and evolving the values of the resulting function
in the z = 0-plane according to Eq. (63). It should be pointed out that while this
procedure leads to optical fields whose vortex lines give the desired knot in the case
of the trefoil knot and the figure-eight knot, this is not true in general. There are
several polynomials for knots such as 52 [13] for which so far we have not been able
to create a corresponding optical field and at the moment it is not understood what
determines if this method results in the desired vortex topology.
Maybe a similar phenomenon occurs in higher dimensions. Perhaps there is
some way of modifying the constructed polynomial f : R4 → R2 (cf. Remark
3.11), whose vanishing set contains the closure of the loop braid B, in such a way
that evolving a 3-dimensional slice of this function according to the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation results in a quantum-mechanical wavefunction, whose nodal
lines evolve periodically as prescribed by the loop braid B. It should be clear
from the vagueness of this paragraph that at the moment this procedure is still
highly speculative. Future research will determine how much of this can be realised
mathematically and experimentally. We would also like to point out that this
treatment is not really quantum mechanical, since we treat the wavefunction as a
classical object whose evolution is determined by the Schro¨dinger equation. We do
not make any statements about energy eigenstates or how a loop braid could be
measured or observed in such a system.
Also recall that the parameter t, which was regarded as time in the construction
of the loop braid is mapped to a cyclic variable, e.g. arg(v). It is therefore advisable
to consider our functions as polynomials on R3×S1 ⊂ R4 instead of the space-time
R4. It is not clear at the moment how this will affect any possible applications. It is
imminent that with a periodic time variable, the physical systems undergo periodic
time evolution, as observed in quantum revivals [16].
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The functions are constructed such that the vanishing set at any given time
contains a split link of the same link type. In particular, reconnections that change
the link cannot be constructed with our method. The class of functions is therefore
naturally more restricted than in [24].
Another field of interest is the knotting of flow lines of electric and magnetic
fields satisfying Maxwell’s equations [43, 31, 33]. In comparison to the quantum
setting in the previous paragraphs, less is known here and in particular, we are
not aware of any results that guarantee the existence of magnetic fields with closed
flow lines that move as prescribed by a given path in the configuration space. The
construction in [31] based on work by Bateman presently seems to be the only
explicit construction that yields knotted flow lines whose link type (in this case a
torus link) does not change over time.
An electromagnetic field is a time-dependent function Ft : R3 → C3, whose real
part Et : R3 → R3 is the electric field and whose imaginary part Bt : R3 → R3 is
the magnetic field. Together they satisfy Maxwell’s equations.
We would like to indicate how our polynomials can be turned into time-dependent
vector fields with flow lines that change as prescribed by a loop braid B.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. In Section 3 we have seen how for every loop braid
B we can generate a function gλ : R3 × [0, 2pi] → C whose vanishing set is equal
to B for any positive value of λ. In the following the scaling parameter λ will not
play a role and we are free to set it equal to 1. We can interpret the variable t
that runs through the interval [0, 2pi] as a time variable, which turns g := g1 into a
time-dependent complex-valued function on R3 that is 2pi-periodic with respect to
the time variable t. The next step follows ideas from Ran˜ada [43]. We define the
vector field Vt : R3 → R3, t ∈ R as
(64) Vt(x, y, z) :=
1
2pii
∇g(x, y, z, t)×∇g(x, y, z, t)
1 + g(x, y, z, t)g(x, y, z, t)
,
where the gradient ∇ is taken with respect to the three space variables x, y and
z. It is a simple calculation that the fields Vt have zero divergence for all values of
t. The 2pi-periodicity of Vt follows directly from that of g. Furthermore, for every
value of t the flow lines of Vt are tangent to the level sets of g(·, ·, ·, t) : R3 → C.
Since the vanishing set of g for t varying between 0 and 2pi is an unlink, whose
components move according to B, the time-dependent vector field Vt satisfies the
conditions from the statement of the Proposition. 
It was pointed out to us by a referee that the vector field Vt can alternatively
be defined without employing Ran˜ada’s work. Instead it uses the cross-product
between three vectors in R4 and sets
(65) Vt(x, y, z) := ∇Re(g)×∇Im(g)×∇t.
Here ∇ denotes the gradient with respect to the coordinates (x, y, z, t). A priori
the resulting vector is an element of R4, but since it is tangent to each time slice
R4 ∩ {t = const}, we can interpret Vt again as a time-dependent vector field on
R3. A straightforward calculation establishes that this vector field also satisfies the
properties stated in Proposition 1.3.
Remark 3.14. The proof of Proposition 1.3 can be easily adopted to a construction
of elements B˜(B1, B2, . . . , Bn) of other motion groups as introduced in Section 3.3.
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Given previous work on time evolution of electromagnetic fields and that we
have constructed a time-dependent vector field whose flow lines follow a prescribed
periodic topological time evolution, we wonder if it could be possible to take the
vector fields Vt as the magnetic component Bt of an electromagnetic field. In other
words, we are asking for another time-dependent vector field Et such that Et + iVt
satisfies Maxwell’s equations. Magnetic fields with knotted flow lines have been
suggested as tools in the generation of fusion power [50].
Such a field Et exists if and only if Vt satisfies the wave equation
(66) (∂2x1 + ∂
2
x2 + ∂
2
x3)Vt = −∂tVt,
where ∂x denotes the derivative with respect to a variable x. We have set all
constants of nature equal to 1.
There is no reason to believe that the constructed vector fields Vt satisfy this
equation. The vector field that is obtained from the trigonometric polynomials in
Section 3.2 for example does not. However, we would like to remind the reader that
there was a lot of freedom in the construction, from the choice of braid represen-
tative to choosing data points for the trigonometric interpolation and topological
invariance of the vanishing set of the constructed polynomial under small pertur-
bations of the coefficients. It is not impossible that there is a set of choices that
leads to vector fields Vt that can be used as the magnetic part of an electromagnetic
field. However, constructing Vt such that it satisfies the wave equation remains a
big challenge.
It should also be pointed out that the knotting in the constructed vector fields Vt
is in a sense weaker than that in [31, 33]. Our construction guarantees that we find
flow lines of the same link type at any instance of time. Flow lines that correspond
to other level sets of g might change their link type over type periodically. This is
in contrast to the ideas in [31, 33], where the topology of all flow lines is conserved
for all time. Note however that our construction discusses arbitrary links, not
just torus links, and arbitrary movements of the different components, while the
construction in [31, 33] allows no such control.
4. Surface braids in C× S1 × S1
Section 3 generalizes Algorithm 0 from classical braids to loop braids. This
follows the interpretation of the braids as (equivalence classes of) motions of points
in C = R2. Another possibility is to regard braids as (equivalence classes of)
covering maps.
Definition 4.1. A braid B on n strands is a subset of C× [0, 2pi] such that
• the restriction of the projection map p : C × [0, 2pi] → [0, 2pi] to B is a
covering map of degree n and
• the boundary of B is Xn × ∂[0, 2pi] = (Xn × {0}) ∪ (Xn × {2pi}), where Xn
is the set of n fixed points in C.
This definition is equivalent to the usual definition in terms of geometric braids.
It inspires the following definition of surface braids.
Definition 4.2. Let F be a connected compact oriented surface. A surface braid
of degree n is a compact oriented surface B in C× F such that
• the restriction of the projection map p : C × F → F to B is an oriented
simple branched covering map and
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• the boundary of B is a trivial closed braid Xn × ∂F ⊂ ∂(C×F ), where Xn
is the set of n fixed points in C.
Fiber-preserving isotopies respecting the condition on the boundary divide the
set of surface braids over F in equivalence classes. In most cases the surface F
is taken to be a disk or (because of the boundary condition, equivalently,) the 2-
sphere. Such surface braids were introduced by Viro. He and the second author
also proved an analogue of Alexander’s theorem, i.e., that every closed oriented
surface embedded in R4 is ambient isotopic to a closed surface braid in R4 [27].
A more detailed overview on surface braids can be found in [11, 28]. Rudolph
[45, 47] studied surface braids over a disk without assuming the second condition
of Definition 4.2.
We would like to generalize our algorithm to surface braids. However, it is not
obvious at all how the kind of trigonometric parametrisation that has proven so
useful in the classical case and in Section 3 can be imitated here. Recall that
previously the different coordinates of the strands were parametrised by functions
such as FC
(
t+2pi(j−1)
sC
)
, where sC is the number of strands in the component C of
the closure. If the surface braid that we want to construct has branch points there
is no well-defined number sC . We have to conclude that surface braids with branch
points are out of reach for us at the moment. Thus, we here discuss surface braids
without branch points. It is known that surface braids over the disk or the 2-sphere
without branch points are equivalent to the trivial one, Xn×F . Therefore, we will
not consider the case of the disk or the 2-sphere here, but instead only study the
case of the torus F = S1 × S1, where there are non-trivial surface braids without
branch points. Such surface braids that are coverings of the torus have been studied
by Nakamura [40, 41].
Since S1 × S1 does not have a boundary we can ignore the second condition in
Definition 4.2. A trigonometric polynomial on S1×S1 is an element of the algebra
generated by
(67) {1, cos(ϕ), cos(χ), sin(ϕ), sin(χ), cos(2ϕ), cos(2χ), sin(2ϕ), sin(2χ), . . .},
where ϕ and χ are the coordinates on the first and second S1-factor, respectively,
taking values in R/2pi ∼= S1.
4.1. The proof of Theorem 1.4. If every component C of a surface braid B
on S1 × S1 can be parametrised in terms of trigonometric polynomials FC , GC :
S1 × S1 → R, then g : C× S1 × S1 → C,
g(u, ϕ, χ) =
∏
C1
∏
C2
sC1∏
j=1
sC2∏
k=1
(
u−
(
FC
(
ϕ+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC1
,
χ+ 2pi(k − 1)
sC2
)
+iGC
(
ϕ+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC1
,
χ+ 2pi(k − 1)
sC2
)))
(68)
is a polynomial in u, eiϕ, e−iϕ, eiχ and e−iχ with g−1(0) = B. The products are
taken over the components C1 of the closure of the classical braid B∩{χ = constant}
and the components C2 of the closure of the classical braid B ∩ {ϕ = constant}.
The numbers sC1 and sC2 denote the numbers of strands in these components,
respectively. Note that they are well-defined and independent of the constant values
chosen for χ and ϕ, respectively, because there are no branch points.
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By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem the trigonometric polynomials on S1 × S1
are dense in the set of continuous real-valued functions on S1 × S1. Hence any
surface braid on S1×S1 can be modified up to equivalence to a surface braid which
is parametrised as above. Therefore, every braid leads to a polynomial g, which
can be turned into a polynomial f : C3 → C in complex variables u, v and w by
replacing eiϕ by v, e−iϕ by 1v , e
iχ by w and e−iχ by 1w and multiplying by the
common denominator, which is the product of some power of v and some power of
w. By construction we have
(69) f−1(0) ∩ (C× S1 × S1) = B.
We would like to particularly emphasize that f is a complex polynomial and hence
holomorphic. 
Theorem 1.4 is only referring to the existence of these functions, not to a con-
crete construction. This is because the density of trigonometric polynomial only
guarantees the existence of a parametrisation of the desired form, but so far we
have not been able to develop an algorithm that turns a given braid word into a
parametrisation. There seems to be no obvious analogue of the interpolation meth-
ods used in [8] and Section 3. In particular, we do not have an upper bound on the
total degree of f . We can however focus on a special family of surface braids, for
which trigonometric parametrisations are easily found.
Definition 4.3. Let B be a classical braid on s strands given by the parametrisation
(70)
s⋃
j=1
(Xj(ϕ) + iYj(ϕ), ϕ) , ϕ ∈ [0, 2pi].
We say a surface braid B′ in C × S1 × S1 is a spinning braid (or is obtained by
spinning B) if it is of the form
(71)
s⋃
j=1
(
einχ(Xj(ϕ) + iYj(ϕ)), ϕ, χ
)
, ϕ, χ ∈ [0, 2pi]
for some n ∈ Z. In this case we denote B′ by B(n).
4.2. The proof of Theorem 1.2. It is easy to see that a spinning braid B(n) is
obtained from a classical braid B by rotating it n times along its core {(0, ϕ)|ϕ ∈
[0, 2pi]} ⊂ C × [0, 2pi] as the second cyclic variable χ goes from 0 to 2pi. Eq. (71)
provides us with a way to find a parametrisation of any spinning braid in terms of
trigonometric polynomials. We use the tools from [8] to find a parametrisation (70)
of any given braid B in terms of trigonometric polynomials. Then Eq. (71) is a
parametrisation of the spinning braid B(n) in terms of trigonometric polynomials.
Thus g : C × S1 × S1 → C can be defined as in Eq. (68), which leads to the
polynomial f : C3 → C with f−1(0) ∩ (C × S1 × S1) = B(n). Since we can find a
Fourier parametrisation of any braid B by trigonometric interpolation, we have a
bound on the degree of the resulting function.
Proposition 4.4. Let B be a classical braid on s strands with ` crossings in a
diagram. Let B(n) be a surface braid in C × S1 × S1 obtained by spinning B for
some n ∈ Z. Then Algorithm 2 finds a holomorphic polynomial f : C3 → C in
complex variables u, v and w such that
• f−1(0) ∩ (C× S1 × S1) is equivalent to B(n),
• degu f = s,
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• degw f = n,
• we have
deg f ≤2
∑
C
max
{⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
, sC
}
+ 2
∑
C
⌊
(sC + 1)(sC`− 1) + `sC(s− sC)− 1
2
⌋
+ n.(72)
Algorithm 2:
Step 1: Perform the first two steps of Algorithm 0 for the classical braid B.
Step 2: Define g via
(73)
g(u, ϕ, χ) =
∏
C
sC∏
j=1
(
u− einχ
(
FC
(
ϕ+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)
+ iGC
(
ϕ+ 2pi(j − 1)
sC
)))
Step 3: Expand the product and replace eiϕ by v, e−iϕ by 1v and e
iχ by w to obtain
a rational map.
Step 4: The numerator of the rational map is the desired polynomial f .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
In the 3-dimensional setting we have drawn special attention to the possibil-
ity of using our construction of polynomials to obtain explicit fibrations of link
complements S3\L over S1. Having access to these explicit functions is useful in
the study of some knotted fields in physics, where critical points of circle-valued
maps often have some physical interpretation such as defect points in liquid crys-
tals [13, 29] or stationary points of some fluid. The sole existence of fibration maps
coming from polynomials plays a role in the construction of real algebraic links, the
real analogue of Milnor’s algebraic links, i.e., links of isolated singularities of real
polynomials [6, 39].
While these applications might be unrelated to the 4-dimensional construction
above, we would still like to point out that taking the argument of the polynomial
obtained from Algorithm 2 results in a fibration map of the surface complement in
C×S1×S1 over S1 if n 6= 0. This is because a critical point of arg f on C×S1×S1
must also be a critical point of arg g. These are given by the points where ∂g∂u = 0,
∂ arg g
∂χ = 0 and
∂ arg g
∂ϕ = 0. But at points with
∂g
∂u = 0, we have
∂ arg g
∂χ = sn 6= 0.
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